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A NOT-TO-BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY NEWSLETTER

EDITOR BBN

SHIR DELIGHT
ED SIGNS ON AGAIN AS MANAGER.

SHIRAH BEGINS ITS 19TH YEAR
WITH A FULL COMPLEMENT OF
SINGERS

But, what about the18 person alto section?
Two singers spent much of the first
Shirah rehearsal counting the number
of altos. The altos arrive at rehearsal in
batches making it hard to keep track of
them. Trying to count them and sing at
the same time is not easy.

ALTO

The alto section has a special tone so it
is no wonder many people want to be
in it. A serious question is “Will the
alto section be able to blend with the
other, smaller sections?” Some
solutions: Mati could throw some
out...or the altos could self-select and

ALTOS

not sing...or they could divide in two
groups and take turns singing every
other measure.
We will have to see what develops
during this new season.

MORE ALTOS

T H E 2 0 1 2 C H O R A L F E S T I VA L

WHY WE LOVE THE
NA JCF
1. TOASTY WARM TENT
2. LOTS OF FOOD
3. GREAT MUSIC
4. SINGING HALLELUYAH
5. SINGING T’FILAH
6. SHARING MATI WITH
HUNDREDS OF OTHERS
7. SEEING EVERYONE IN
SHORTS
8. THE SHIRAH PARTY

Shirah Delighted the Audience and
itself, not to mention Maestro Mati!
Who knew they could do it? Mati, of
course! Time and again, he would say,
“Please abandon your music notebooks
so you can refrain from looking down at
what you can’t read anyway.” (That is so
not true as there are at least 2 people
in the choir who can read music.)
Standing bravely on the risers with their
notebooks closed were those hardy
souls who believed. The performance
was stellar, entrances and exits in
perfect crispiness. Even the foreign
languages sounded properly foreign.
There were a few mumbled peklachs

but the entrance there is tricky so no
points deducted. It takes skill and
flexibility to sing in un-American
Hebrew, Prussian and Yiddish, all in the
same concert.
Cantor Marcy Kaden delivered her
Columbus number with such verve that
choir members waved their flags more
fervently than usual. The audience
laughed appropriately.
A wonderful concert and one to be
proud of!

Rested!

We’re back!

Smiley

Laughing
Celebrating

Ready

HALLELUYAH!

On time
Organized

Rumors...Rarely True
First we heard that Shirah would be
appearing at Carnegie Hall singing
Chichester with the Hungarian State
Orchestra. Then we heard Beth was
quitting and she did! Then we heard Libby
was quitting and she didn’t. (sigh of relief)
Later, we heard that Glen’s video won an
award at the Rockland County Flick Fringe
Festival.

H I L A RY A N D
LIBBY
WHERE WOULD AN ISSUE OF
SHIR DELIGHT BE WITHOUT A
PHOTO OF THESE AMAZING
SOPRANOS! BORING, DULL,
UNEXPECTED AND JUST NOT
DONE! WE LOVE THEM.

“YOU PASSED THE WRITTEN.
NOW I’M WORRIED ABOUT
BEING IN THE CAR WHEN YOU
DRIVE”
First Rehearsal proves that Mati
Lazar, conductor extraordinaire,
can play the piano at the same
time.
A chorus that sings a capella is on a higher
level. This is what the conductor of Shirah
told his choir at the beginning of the first
rehearsal in September 2012. However,
many singers mistook the word higher to
mean flatter. Within a few minutes of
rehearsal it was clear that some were
negotiating the notes using a sliding scale.

BERNIE AND
MATI
WHAT A GREAT PARTNERSHIP!
WITHOUT THESE TWO FELLOWS
SHIRAH WOULD NOT EXIST. THIS
YEAR MATI HAS PROMISED TO
GIVE BERNIE A SOLO. BERNIE
NEVER MISSES A REHEARSAL; HE
DESERVES ONE. (CAN HE SING?)

A little bit of work brought the notes up
to where they had begun.
Think up!
“I have those words sprinkled strategically
around the pages of my music,” declared a
singer. “There’s no escaping gravity on this
earth and it exerts its power over me as
surely as Newton’s apple. I am sure I am
holding on to the pitch only to be shocked
that the laws of nature are stronger than
my will.”
Looking ahead.
The Year of the CD, as it will surely be
known, 2013 is promising to be an exciting
one. What does one wear to a recording?
Must it be cleaned beforehand? Stay tuned
for the email. (There won’t be many.)

RICHARD AND
PHYLLIS
THEY WERE HONORED AT THE
CHORAL FESTIVAL FOR THEIR
COMMITMENT AND GENEROSITY
TOWARD SHIRAH. THEY ALSO
BRING GOOD CAKE AND WINE.
PHYLLIS ARRANGED A SPECIAL
TABLE AT THE BANQUET FOR
SHIRANIKS. THAT WAS THE MOST
FUN.

